
Collaboration  
keeps the world   
in motion
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Inspection software for renewables
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COLLABARO  WHAT WE DO
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We introduce, guide & drive 
operational transformation for 
field-service industries. 

Collabaro adds value to field-service organisations by 
offering business improvement advice as well as the tools 
to work smarter not harder. Collabaro ensures seamless 
data flow from field to desk, minimising back office 
administration in the process.

http://collabaro.com
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COLLABARO  OUR PRODUCT
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Create 
Design templates for the 
field, to capture data 
readings, images and notes  

Collect 
Gather data via mobile 
devices using the Collabaro 
Field App, uploaded to a 
secure cloud server  

Deliver 
Collate data and images to 
produce reports, designed 
with Collabaro Desk App, 
fitting client templates

Collabaro’s most popular product features

Collabaro 
Field

Collabaro 
Desk

http://collabaro.com
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COLLABARO  OUR OFFERING
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Working smarter together

Work on or offline

As data from the field is collected, all images, notes, 
task statuses and parts records are stored locally, 
automatically updating the web app via wifi or mobile 
data. If the device has no signal the data will remain 
local until a connection is re-established, providing 
great location flexibility. 

Real-time data capture

Get real-time access to asset test statuses and historic 
inspection data. Maintain data accuracy by continual 
updates between the field and desk app. Real time 
information empowers your team to make confident 
decisions with a clearer operational overview.

Job Scheduling 

Collabaro enables you to create incident or service 
requests with jobs against them, suggesting who to send 
based on skills and availability. Intelligent job scheduling 
reduces time and complexity, ensuring a higher first-time 
fix rate. If the overall issue isn’t initially resolved, 
Collabaro automatically sets the status to ‘re-schedule’, 
prompting the team to organise another visit.

Automated reporting

Field data is automatically inserted into the correct 
section of a pre-formatted, custom, report template. 
The outcome is a sophisticated client report 
produced as a printable PDF in minutes. Reports no 
longer need to be written by field personnel, greatly 
improving their performance, time management, 
overall job satisfaction and error reduction.

Automated customer billing

Create sophisticated billing rules that automatically create 
draft invoice lines for approval prior to creating invoices 
within your finance system. Rules can be customer, site and 
system-specific with additional rules for time of day, week, 
and parts used. Consolidated monthly invoices are made 
possible by allowing the grouping of individual jobs into an 
online review process between you and your customer.

Client portal

Collabaro allows you to push all data as well as 
reports through a fully branded client portal. Simply 
choose which bits to publish, and when. Manage 
access to data depending on staff roles. Display 
customisable key performance indicator data and 
summary stats. Present asset data and test status 
information filterable by location and system type.

Compliance assurance

Collabaro ensures that your field service professionals 
follow compliance-driven, pre-work checklists and risk 
assessments. A digital signature is required to 
acknowledge their understanding and confirm they are 
fit and well enough to perform their daily duties. Only 
once the individual has completed and signed the 
mandatory compliance checklists will they be able to 
continue with their main tasks. This data is recorded and 
stored alongside the job data, providing you with an 
accurate safety and compliance audit trail. 

System integrations

Connect your existing ERP, CRM or finance system using 
our REST API, and benefit from seamless integration, 
faster workflows, and up-to-date information across all 
your business tools. 

Recent integrations include Microsoft Business Central, 
Microsoft Power BI (Business analytics data), Salesforce, 
Webfleet Fleet Management (TomTom vehicle tracking) 
and Ciphr HR software.

Dedicated support desk

Don’t get caught up in an automated call handling system, 
speak directly to someone with an in-depth knowledge of 
Collabaro to get the answers you need. 

We have detailed guides, training videos and a knowledge 
base available within the platform. All questions are 
tracked, categorised and reported to compare with agreed 
SLAs that are reviewed regularly to ensure our service 
meets your expectations and needs.

££

http://collabaro.com
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COLLABARO  OUR SERVICES
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Enhance productivity. 
Enhance profits.

As the demand for power increases, 
turbine operators and OEMs are 
looking for partners who can help them 
achieve optimum efficiency through 
smarter maintenance. 
Collabaro’s framework is built for the requirements of 
asset owners, operators and contractors who need to 
collate and communicate large quantities of inspection 
or repair data, including multiple high-resolution images.  

Intuitive tools gather field data via the Collabaro Field App 
and merge it with report templates designed on the 
Collabaro Desk App, creating perfectly formatted 
reports in minutes, ready to be sent to the client. Freeing 
up field personnel from time consuming reporting offers 
significant productivity gains. 

Efficient data analysis guides decision making, project 
pricing and engineer deployment.

Alongside this, compliance is prioritised through the design 
of PPE checklists, risk assessments and other contractor 
compliance certification requiring a pre-work digital 
signature. This is securely recorded alongside job data, ready 
to be included in reports as required.  

Collabaro gives you tighter control over the work of multiple 
field personnel and reduces major administrative burden. 
Easy to use Collabaro Desk App tools produce forms sent to 
the field through which data can be remotely collected.  

If you are an asset owner, Collabaro manages repeat 
inspection processes, building a history of defects needed 
for condition monitoring. Providing the data required to move 
from a planned to a predictive maintenance strategy, O&M 
costs are driven down.  

Innovative technology enables multiple people to remotely 
collaborate on tasks, sharing data, such as readings and 
images, in real-time with both each other and with project 
managers. This allows more effective sharing of expertise 
across multiple jobs. 

The sky’s the limit.

http://collabaro.com
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Europe’s largest wind turbine blade 
repair contractor implemented 
Collabaro to facilitate the hassle-free 
production of daily, lengthy reports. 
Combining the flexibility of mobile and cloud-based 
technology, Collabaro was able to support GEV’s rapid 
business growth through optimising key areas: 

• Automated reporting 
• Compliance assurance 
• Automated timesheets 
• High volume data handling

COLLABARO  RENEWABLES CASE STUDY
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GEV Wind Power

The business 

GEV Wind Power are global market leaders in wind turbine 
blade maintenance services, delivering best in class with 
unrivalled expertise since 2015 

The people 

Operating in 25+ countries they coordination over 500 
technicians across 5+ global offices 

The situation before Collabaro 

GEV were using digital hand held cameras, laptops and 
Microsoft Word to create clunky time consuming reports 
with little accuracy or compliance assurance.

Automated reporting 
allows administrators 
to create reports in 
minutes not days

Regular job updates and 
time recording helps keep 
projects on schedule and 
within budget

HSE checks are digitised 
and signatures recorded to 
provide an accurate 
compliance audit trail

Productivity not just 
maintained but 
enhanced throughout 
periods of huge growth

GEV saw the benefits of implementing Collabaro:
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COLLABARO  TESTIMONIAL
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Our customers say it best
Regardless of sector our product customers have one thing in common, the need to collate and communicate large volumes 
of inspection and repair data, including high-resolution images.  

Not only can Collabaro deliver on this need we can do it all in real-time. Our customers are able to enhance productivity, 
enhance profits and enhance their own reputations.

“We started trialling Collabaro at several sites in 2015. The idea was to replace our 
manual reporting processes, which were causing us real challenges across the 
business – our maintenance technicians are excellent at spotting and repairing 
damages, but there was no standardisation on the reporting of damage classification. 
For example, how big is a ‘big crack’? We went about working with our clients to 
introduce some standard measurements. The biggest frustration for most of our 
technicians was the time it took to write reports, post inspection and repair. ” 

David Fletcher, Managing Director, GEV Wind Power

http://collabaro.com


We’re excited by the breadth of impact Collabaro’s 
services has across a variety of industries and always 
look forward to working with new customers to see 
their goals achieved. 

Are you ready to take the first step on your journey to 
business transformation? Simply get in touch.

chris@railstons.com 
jason@railstons.com 
+44 (0) 115 678 6189 
www.collabaro.com 

Ingenuity Centre, Triumph Road, 
Nottingham, NG7 2TU 
Registered in England No. 08682574 

linkedin.com/showcase/collabaro 
@mycollabaro
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COLLABARO | GET IN TOUCH
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Transform your future workflow!
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